Oh, hello there.

Who are we?

We’re ambitious and altruistic.
Creative and caring.
Exciting and engaging.
Fashionable and forward-thinking.
It’s our mission to make life a little bit better
… by helping everyone to smile with our characters.

dcuk.com

All about character
Anatomy of our friends…

A face to make you smile.
Thoughtful. Alert. Daydreaming.
Happy. Relaxed. So many emotions.

Cotton name tag
All our characters are unique, but each one is
given a name we think really suits them.
Names can also be personalised.

Hand-painted detail
People love the visuals and art on our
characters. But they don’t always know that
every single part is painted by hand.

Earth-kind bamboo
expertly carved by hand

Authentic DCUK Pin

We are proud to work with skilled sculptors and
artists in Indonesia, where each character is
traditionally carved by hand.

The mark of an authentic DCUK original.
It also represents a gift of exceptional
quality and personality.
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But, don’t just take our word for it…
We’re proud to say that our retail partners (and trade customers) are just as enthusiastic and
passionate about our original DCUK characters as we are.
Here are a couple of quick exclusive examples from our latest Trade Duckumentaries campaign.
(click on them to view or visit www.dcuk.link/duckumentaries)

Three Wishes Cards and Gifts
Trade Duckumentary (2022)
1:56 mins

Bill and Bert’s Gift Shop
Trade Duckumentary (2022)
1:38 mins

Keen to find out more?
We're The Original Wooden Duck Company.
Or as our friends call us, DCUK.
Every DCUK original is hand carved from earth-kind bamboo and
carefully painted individually, making each one unique.
Arriving with their own name tag, the DCUK Pin is added to each
character who passes our smile and quality tests - our visible promise
of a gift of exceptional quality and charm.
Our friendly trade team would love to talk to you about the benefits of
offering DCUK characters to your customers. They can clarify the best
stock combinations and price packages, share retail customer
insights - and provide access to engaging visuals and display assets.
Please give us a call on 01803 866 316 to discuss options or to get some
advice - just ask to speak to Natalie or Louise.
You can also request access to our trade website at dcuktrade.com,
or email us at mail@dcuk.com.

